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Caina Amalas is a Ghost circlemaster, leader of the Emperor's spies in Istarinmul. Yet the people of

Istarinmul know her as the Balarigar, the daring master thief who challenged the corrupt lords and

cruel princes of the city. And now Grand Master Callatas, the most powerful sorcerer of Istarinmul,

wants her dead, and without allies Caina will not survive.So when a legendary thief offers Caina a

chance to rob Callatas himself, she has no choice but to join the venture.But no one has ever

escaped the dark perils of Callatas's Maze...ABOUT THE AUTHORStanding over six feet tall,

Jonathan Moeller has the piercing blue eyes of a Conan of Cimmeria, the bronze-colored hair of a

Visigothic warrior-king, and the stern visage of a captain of men, none of which are useful in his

career as a computer repairman, alas.He has written the DEMONSOULED series of

sword-and-sorcery novels, and continues to write THE GHOSTS sequence about assassin and spy

Caina Amalas, the COMPUTER BEGINNER'S GUIDE series of computer books, and numerous

other works.
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> Historical

I've gotten sucked into this entire series, Ghosts and then Ghost Exile. Will be sad when I am

finished...

I've been enjoying the ghost series, but the last few seem to be getting shorter. The writing is

rushed as all the errors are driving me nuts. Spell check can't catch them since they are real but the

wrong usage or he for she etc. Jonathan needs a good proof reader.

Another great writer, I highly suggest reading this series and the previous series this stems from.

I love the GHOST series! I do feel like this book was shorter, but it could be that I read it so fast

because it was so good! If you like Caina and friends and this series of books... this won't

disappoint! I cannot wait until the next one!!!

Another great story in the Ghost series by this author. I liked this story line and would have given it

five stars except for the editing - many incorrect words throughout the book.

I have read all of his works and have enjoyed even the short stories. I enjoyed them so much I

decided to start writing myself. Please check out my books I wrote a trilogy starting with: Templar

wars, harvest knight, and finally the exciting conclusion ..Angels Fury.

I enjoy Jonathan Moeller's series Ghost and his continuation of the series with Ghost Exile is taking

thr series even further and i am waiting for the next installment.

Anything by Jonathan Moeller is well written and entertaining. I LOVE the "GHOST" series and

anything that is written about this character is very entertaining.
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